**Key For Lifetime Giving Societies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Society</th>
<th>Minimum Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colby Society</td>
<td>$500,000-$999,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavender &amp; Maroon Society</td>
<td>$250,000-$499,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s Society</td>
<td>$100,000-$249,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Reagin McNeill Society</td>
<td>$25,000-$99,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Low Carver Society</td>
<td>$10,000-$24,999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates deceased

---

**Lifetime Giving Societies**

*Updated 4/1/2020*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Society</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Colby Society                          | Cheri Morrell De Jong (Epsilon Omega - California Polytechnic State University)  
Judith Anderson Herbert (Alpha Delta - The University of Tennessee)  |
| Lavender & Maroon Society              | Elizabeth J Edwards* (Theta - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  
Priscilla Simms Fleishans* (Beta Chi - University of California/Santa Barbara)  |
| President’s Society                    | Elizabeth Hunt Curfman* (Alpha Mu - University of Michigan)  
Marian Johnson Frutiger* (Gamma Gamma - Indiana State University)  
Lila M. Jones* (Epsilon - Syracuse University)  
Maggie Ryan Morris (Mu - University of Washington)  
Evelyn Senf Nish* (Theta - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  
Bette Campbell Sholund* (Mu – University of Washington)  
Winona Keyes Valentine* (Iota - University of Denver)  |
| Joan Reagin McNeill Society            | Ann O’Connell Adams (Theta - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  |

* indicates deceased
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**Joan Reagin McNeill Society continued**
- Helen Hulsman Kelly  
  Upsilon - Oregon State University
- Julia E. Kent  
  Theta Lambda - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Barbara Princelau Larrabee*  
  Lambda - University of California, Berkeley
- Elizabeth Lattimore  
  Gamma Phi – North Carolina State University
- Jane Pike McHugh  
  Xi - The University of Kansas
- Joni Reagin McNeill-Murray*  
  Alpha Theta - University of Louisville
- Patricia Schoenfelder Mills  
  Iota - University of Denver
- Nancy Nelson  
  Tau - Indiana University
- Dawn Copple O'Connor  
  Tau - Indiana University
- Glenn Gindorf Pierpont  
  Gamma Chi - Stephen F. Austin University
- Susan Fong Polizzotto  
  Theta Kappa - Univ of Southern California
- Peggy Burk Rackley  
  Delta Chi – University of Central Oklahoma
- Judy Jay Rostad  
  Gamma Iota - Texas Tech University
- Ginger Hawk Rutherford*  
  Gamma Lambda - East Tennessee State Univ
- Kathleen Holland Rutten*  
  Mu - University of Washington
- Donna Porter Saylor  
  Xi - The University of Kansas
- Kelly Winkler Semrau  
  Beta Nu - Bradley University
- Elin Jorgensen Stene*  
  Xi - The University of Kansas
- Ethel Wilson Stradley*  
  Delta Lambda - Wayne State University
- Patricia Savoye Tardiff  
  Epsilon Beta - University of New Orleans
- Jean Bendslev Teare*  
  Beta Upsilon - Ohio University
- Loris Phillips Thompson*  
  Alpha Omicron - University of Calif/Los Angeles
- Carolyn Caudell Tieger  
  Epsilon Epsilon - The University of Georgia
- Carole Oetke Townsend  
  Beta Tau - University of Florida
- Marsha L. Traub  
  Epsilon Nu - University of Maine
- Lynne Utter Walter  
  Lambda - University of California, Berkeley

**Mary Low Carver Society**
- Lorna Milkovich Abernathy  
  Gamma Epsilon - Indiana University of Pennsylvania
- Frances Rice Adamson*  
  Mu - University of Washington
- Jane Kramer Allan  
  Alpha Iota - Miami University
- Margaret Jane Andrew*  
  Chi - The Ohio State University
- Donna Fay Attebery*  
  Alpha Epsilon - Iowa State University
- Missy Aupperle  
  Theta Eta - University of Nevada Las Vegas
- Jan Caspary Behm  
  Gamma Mu - Eastern Illinois University
- Mary Mills Belding  
  Tau - Indiana University

* indicates deceased
Mary Low Carver Society continued

Pamela L. Bergsten
Theta Tau - Kansas State University

Joan Murphy Berry
Alpha Gamma - Washington State University

Michelle Winkel Binkowski
Delta Alpha – Eastern Michigan University

Ann Jones Bowling
Alpha Theta - University of Louisville

Margaret L. Boyce*
Gamma Gamma – Indiana State University

Marianne Chatten Boyd
Alpha Chi - Georgetown College

Christy Burgess Bramblett
Theta Xi - Auburn University

Barbara Bromberg*
Friend of the Foundation

Martha Gorenberg Bronitsky
Alpha Omicron – University of Calif/Los Angeles

Frances Ridgway Broten*
Zeta - The George Washington University

Lauren Bennett Cameron
Xi - The University of Kansas

Teri Centner
Theta Lambda - Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Stacy Paxson Chittick
Theta Delta – University of Delaware

Ann Baker Cottrell*
Friend of the Foundation

Fiona E. Coughenour
Zeta Kappa – Angelo State University

Anne W. Dale
Alpha Delta - The University of Tennessee

Donna DeWick
Beta Zeta - University of Maryland

* indicates deceased
**Mary Low Carver Society continued**

Trula Sidwell Hardy*
Tau - Indiana University

Sara Harvey
Beta Upsilon – Ohio University

Kathleen Brangan Held
Xi - The University of Kansas

Elizabeth G. Isaacson
Upsilon - Oregon State University

Carol Beth Land Ivory
Beta Epsilon - Louisiana Tech University

Teresa Gray John
Tau - Indiana University

Julia Church Kozicki
Tau - Indiana University

Susan Laird
Upsilon - Oregon State University

Kathleen Gabris Lang
Delta Upsilon - Missouri State University

Katherine Dunn Lathrop*
Epsilon - Syracuse University

Kara Lenahan
Theta Delta – University of Delaware

Robin Ford Long
Gamma Tau - Midwestern State University

Jenna Martin Pendry
Delta Eta - University of Central Missouri

Tisa Johnson Mason, Ed.D., CAE
Epsilon Kappa - Transylvania University

Arlene Allsopp McKinney*
Lambda - University of California, Berkeley

Alexander Milkovich*
Friend of the Foundation

Mary Jane Orcutt*
Alpha Beta - University of Buffalo

Laura L. Owlesley
Alpha Chi - Georgetown College

Becky Baynard Patel
Omega – Florida State University

Jean Edmisten Plummer*
Mu - University of Washington

Jennifer Rainey
Alpha Gamma – Washington State University

Jaime Ann Riley
Zeta Upsilon – California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Dorothy Parsons Rind*
Alpha Nu - University of Montana

Leslie Straub Ritter
Beta Theta – Marietta College

Karen Louise Royce
Beta Sigma - Purdue University

Paula Friesen Sauder
Delta Epsilon - Emporia State University

Judith McKay Schweikhardt
Mu - University of Washington

Anne Thomas Simone
Beta Sigma - Purdue University

Lenore Monk Smith*
Alpha Kappa – University of Nebraska

Karyn Nishimura Sneath
Delta Sigma – Western Illinois University

Amber Singleton Soergel
Gamma Gamma – Indiana State University

Patricia Scherrer Stelmach
Xi - The University of Kansas

Lorraine Rengo Swain*
Alpha Eta - University of Minnesota

Lisa Fedler Swiontek
Theta Omicron – Arizona State University

Kathleen O'Sullivan Szabo
Gamma Kappa - Southern Illinois University Carbondale

* indicates deceased
**Mary Low Carver Society** continued

Madalyn Brand Teal, Ph.D.
Gamma Chi - Stephen F. Austin University

Kristen Gable Tierney
Xi - The University of Kansas

Irene Stoll Trondle*
Alpha Omicron - University of Calif/Los Angeles

Marylou Turner
Xi – University of Kansas

Kelly Lynne Urschel
Epsilon Tau - California State University, Fullerton

Marty van Steenderen
Psi - University of Wisconsin

Ruth Everson Watkins*
Alpha Theta - University of Louisville

Margo A. Wells
Beta Chi - Univ of California/Santa Barbara

Margaret P. White*
Beta Mu - Culver-Stockton College

Sara Wilmer
Theta Lambda - Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Sarah Nelson Womble
Delta Tau - University of Central Arkansas

* indicates deceased